March 16th 2007 would obviously be a very special day for me. My wife had a present in mind for my birthday… and I do agree she managed to make it a real surprise for me. Around 6 am I heard the doorbell. Our webmaster, Maarten Heylen stood in front of me. I had to hurry up and when I also received an envelope with some money in it, I really realised what was going on. The surprise was a trip to Würenlos in Switzerland. On the way, we had to pick up our treasurer William Dierickx in Rillar and a little bit further in Houthalen our final participant André Goosens joined the “celebrating team”. So far, so good. The start to Switzerland was taken at around 7.15 am. The weather was beautiful and thanks to the driver we managed to arrive at Würenlos at around 3.00 pm.

My colleagues already visited more than once this top breeder, so they had less stress compared to me. Obviously, there was only one topic to talk about during the trip from Belgium to Switzerland: the fantastic birds we would see as well as the friendliness and hospitality of Daniel. And indeed, several times we heard terms like ‘super’, ‘fantastic’, ‘extreme’, ‘unbelievable’. As I am rather sceptic, I could not believe these words and preferred to see it with my own eyes before agreeing. And now I can confirm it, I saw it with my own eyes! Often, one says that pictures don’t tell everything about a bird. A PC freak can modify pictures to let the bird look more impressive… on picture! To be honest, that was also what I thought when I look at pictures of Daniel’s birds for our monthly BGC magazine. Well, the pictures indeed don’t represent the reality! The reality showed us birds that are even more impressive than on pictures: unbelievable length, fantastic head and long feather. It’s just too difficult to describe these impressive birds.

White, green, … some very large, others rather small. It was not a real professional infrastructure as one should expect. What I spotted immediately was that the aviary was extremely clean. Daniel told us that he is cleaning the room twice a day to avoid all kind of diseases. In the breeding cages, Daniel uses newspapers on the bottom to accelerate the cleaning of the cages (note that also Siegfried Szesny is doing this).

Of course, we wanted to see what we came for: birds, top birds. Spontaneously, we had a moment of real silence, eyes and mouth widely spread open. We all had seen some top birds from other breeders, but what we saw here were top birds all over the place! One even more extreme than another, one even longer than another. We saw some birds, when placed in a show cage, whose tail was so long it reached the bottom and even more. Other points were the impressive length of feather, width of head, full necks and great beak. Also impressive were the masks. Most of Daniel’s birds have a very deep mask, with big round spots.

Daniel showed us every couple in the breeding cages, even took them out to see. The wish of Daniel was to swop this bird with one of his birds. You can read more about this later in this story.

Back to our trip
At around 3.00 pm Daniel welcomed us very friendly and soon I noticed that we would enjoy a relaxed atmosphere. Personally, I expected a more dominant attitude of an international top breeder; The respect he had for four Belgian breeders, made us feel like we knew each other for years. Of course, we wanted to see the birds, because each minute lost was a minute too much. The first flight we saw was constructed outside and contained mostly birds born in 2006 which should be used during the breeding season. However, at that time, we did not know that this flight should play an important role in our visit. Also important to mention was the fact that André had a present for Daniel. Daniel had expressed interest in one of the birds of André, a light green opaline bird, the winner of the 2005 BGC Brabant Show. The wish of Daniel was to swap this bird with one of his birds. You can read more about this later in this story.

Now we went down in the cellar, where the aviary and a large flight are situated. The large flight is meant for the babies and some reserve birds. We also noticed the large number of certificates and medals, which Daniel won the last 20 years. Being in the breeding room, we noticed a wide range of breeding cages:
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André was still very impressed by the grey cock. He woke up at around 7.00 am. Having had a relaxed breakfast, we went back to Daniel. Again, Daniel welcomed us very friendly. He preferred to finish the cleaning of the aviary first. So we decided to take a look at the outside flight. The day before, we only had a quick look in this flight, but as we now took a much closer view, we noticed quite a large number of very good birds. Just like the day before, Daniel took out each bird we wanted to see. Surprisingly, but very lucky, we could buy some of these birds.

And the most important question of the day came up: the price of these birds? I have to agree that my friends have built up a very good relationship with Daniel, which made it a bit easier...

André was still focused on the grey cock. When looking for some other birds to buy, negotiations went on between André and Daniel. And guess what: André managed to get the grey cock bird. Daniel showed us some other birds which were for sale and the choice became difficult. We asked for the price several times and were very happy in the end, because we were able to buy budgies for a reasonable price.

Mid afternoon, we decided to say goodbye, even not before writing an impression in Daniel’s guest book, which we did with great enthusiasm. We went back to Belgium with some 20 birds. Everybody happy! It’s obvious that we will go back to Daniel in the future.

Just like on the outward journey, we just talked about one topic on our way back: the fantastic birds of Daniel. Personally, I remember one bird, a grey green opaline cock, which was named “the monster”. A very extreme bird but very fertile and so father of a lot of birds in Daniel’s aviary. Never seen a bird like this before!

After a trip of 7 hours, we arrived in our home town in Belgium at about 11.00 pm. I hurried to thank my wife for her wonderful present. I told her extensively about the two days in Switzerland.

I can recommend a trip to Würenlos to every budgie breeder. Even if you do not want to buy a bird, a visit helps you as well. Enjoy the pictures of Daniel’s birds. More pictures can be found on his website: [www.daniel-luetolf.ch](http://www.daniel-luetolf.ch)